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Masterplan


Waterford itself will offer its residents everything they desire right in the heart of their new address.
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Living at Waterford


Picture yourself waking in fresh air and birdsong. Imagine roaming miles of reserves from your doorstep to the panoramic expanse beyond.
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Purchasing Land


Learn about steps on how to purchase a land at Waterford.
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Testimonials


Watch testimonials.
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Waterford Cafe


The Kitchen at Waterford is a favourite meeting place of Waterford residents and Maitland locals alike.
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House and Land Packages


Waterford is a master-planned community selling homes in Chisholm, located near the established suburbs of Newcastle, Fletcher, Maitland and Wyee in NSW.
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Display Village


Waterford Display Village is located in Chisholm, near the established suburbs of Maitland and Newcastle.
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Land For Sale


Set amongst the stunning and rich wine country of the Hunter, you will find one of the most enviable communities in the region: Waterford.
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AVIDConnect


At the heart of AVIDConnect, is understanding.
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Sponsorship


Here at AVID, we love supporting local programs, events, schools and clubs.
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EnviroDevelopment


The AVID commitment to you and our environment
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About AVID


Learn more about AVID Property Group, one of Australia’s leading property developers.
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AVIDConnect


Our commitment to uncompromised customer service that connects you, our customer to our team and all their knowledge and support.
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The AVID commitment to you and our environment
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Take 3 for the Sea with AVID


AVID has helped to spread Take 3’s message throughout our communities and help residents become leaders in reducing the amount of plastic that ends up in our waterways and oceans.
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AVIDRewards


Your happy place should include everyone you love and hold dear to you. Besides your family, that’s also your friends.
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WELCOME TO WATERFORD
A LIFE IN BALANCE

Nestled amongst nature and boasting scenic views, Waterford is a stylish and invigorating address incorporating leafy streets, landscaped reserves and a future community meeting place offering a truly enriched life.

A tranquil, exclusive, village inspired home, Waterford is setting a new benchmark as the most desirable destination in Chisholm and is brought to you by the visionary AVID Property Group – the trusted name behind the places that people love to belong.




Register your interest
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Register to discover your new home
Should you be ready for fresh beginnings or prefer a little more time for things to blossom without missing out on an amazing opportunity, discover our range of superb options we have for you this spring. From completed homes, to both registered and unregistered land available, the choice is yours.


View Catalogue

Perfectly Positioned
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35 minutes’ drive to Newcastle
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4 bus stops away from Green Hills Shopping Centre
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Metford Train Station – 7.6km
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Easy reach to quality health Services
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Parks and Nature reserves
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The Perfect Backdrop
Whether life revolves around a growing family, an active lifestyle, or the tranquillity that comes once the children have left home, Waterford provides a perfect backdrop to living the way you desire.

The whole family can enjoy the great outdoors, with a variety of established playgrounds and future parks and proposed playing field.

Local schools are within reasonable walking distance from every home, a planned village centre will become a vibrant meeting place for neighbours and friends, and the nature reserves, interwoven with leisurely walking trails, are already proving popular with joggers, dog-owners and those who simply enjoy a social stroll.


EXPLORE LOCATION

Visit Waterford's architecturally designed Display Village
Not only can you discover inspiration for your next home but you can also soak up the atmosphere of Waterford’s beautiful neighbourhood and enjoy coffee at ‘The Kitchen at Waterford’ café – a favourite meeting place for locals.

Take the kids for a play at one of Waterford’s three parks. Enjoy a leisurely stroll or bike ride around Waterford’s 7 KM’s of walking paths. Succumb to the serenity at Waterford.


FIND OUT MORE
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McDonald Jones Homes
Whether you are looking to upgrade to a large family-sized home; or looking for something a little more low-maintenance or just after some design inspiration, Waterford’s Display Village has something to suit everyone.
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Clarendon Homes
Whether you are looking to upgrade to a large family-sized home; or looking for something a little more low-maintenance or just after some design inspiration, Waterford’s Display Village has something to suit everyone.
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Simonds Homes
Whether you are looking to upgrade to a large family-sized home; or looking for something a little more low-maintenance or just after some design inspiration, Waterford’s Display Village has something to suit everyone.
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Eden Brae Homes
Whether you are looking to upgrade to a large family-sized home; or looking for something a little more low-maintenance or just after some design inspiration, Waterford’s Display Village has something to suit everyone.








Land For Sale
Our Longview release is positioned along the luscious, tree lined Settlers Boulevard located close to planned parks and sports fields, offering sweeping expanses of luxurious green.

Our Territoria Place Release offers premium blocks in a secluded cul-de-sac overlooking onto a glistening natural enclave. All blocks are located within a short stroll to the newly approved Chisholm Plaza, proposed parks and schools.


View Land for Sale

House and Land Packages





Take the guesswork and hassle out of building a brand new home with one of Waterford’s expertly matched home and land packages.












View House & Land Packages
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NEW Display Homes Now Open
Visit 26 brand new display homes by Perry Homes, Domaine Homes, Simonds Homes, Mojo, G.J. Gardner Homes, Metricon, Clarendon Homes, Eden Brae Homes, McDonald Jones Homes, Hunter Homes and Burbank Homes!


View Homes

The Kitchen at Waterford Café





Enjoy some serenity whilst sampling gourmet delights sourced from local suppliers.












Visit us today
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AVIDEngage is a new online series created exclusively for our AVID community. It aims to bring our residents, customers and communities around Australia together, online. #AVIDEngage


LET’S DISCOVER



Latest News and Events
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Chisholm housing trends reveal buyers are settling down close to family
There's a new housing trend on the rise, with one developer noticing multiple generations of families in Chisholm are choosing…
Read more
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‘Blue spaces’ drive land demand in Chisholm
A residential developer has turned a development challenge into a popular masterplan feature, prioritising natural enclaves and watercourses as research…
Read more
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Thornton Fire Brigade Santa Run at Waterford
Santa is 'trading in' the traditional sleigh for a big red truck to spread the cheer this Christmas along with…
Read more



	


read more news
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About AVID Property Group
No matter where we come from or where we are going, we all want the same thing – we want to belong.

It’s in our DNA. It’s part of what it is to be human.

At AVID Property Group, we create neighbourhoods that bring people together and we turn these neighbourhoods into thriving, connected communities.


Read our Story
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Register Your Interest



	Name*

First Name *



Last Name *




	Email*



	Phone Number*

	Postcode*



ZIP / Postal Code





	Timeframe to Purchase*1 - 3 months
3 - 6 months
6 - 12 months
12 months +



	By completing this form, you provide consent and agree to receive marketing communications from AVID. You may unsubscribe from these communications at anytime using the link included in each email message. Please view our Privacy Policy for more information.
	Privacy policy* I agree to the privacy policy.

	CAPTCHA

	

	

	

	

	

	CommentsThis field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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Sales & Information
2 Settlers Blvd, Chisholm,
NSW 2322
View Map
Opening Hours
10am - 5pm

7 day a week
	
	


Contact Us
1300 073 095
waterford@avid.com.au
Enquire Now
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